Build vs
Buy
Self-develop or offthe-shelf for Retail
Tech?
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Introduction
There’s no doubt that the two most
important factors you consider when
planning an IT project, are the cost and
the amount of control you’ll have over the
design, and development.
This leads you to ask - do you buy the
solution or build it yourselves? Of course,
there are pros and cons on both sides
of the argument – but which one is,
ultimately, the best choice?
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Part 1
The Cases
For & Against
Buy & Build
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check 1 - DIY Dilemma
Let’s address building the solution yourself, first of all. It probably goes without saying that one of the
great benefits of building your own software is that it will be tailored to meet all of your organisation’s
requirements - rather than falling in line with a software vendor’s idea of what constitutes ‘best practice’.
You’d actually own the technology and you’d be able to adapt it whenever you want and you’d have
complete control over it. This all sounds great and may make you decide not to purchase the software.
There are, however, also a number of negative points to consider. For starters, maybe you opted to build
your own software because you’re limited by a number of constraints such as budget. If that’s the case, it
may mean that the ideal solution can’t be built as planned and it won’t meet the original requirements
and outcomes.
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2 - Unpredicted problems, unforeseen
delays, spiralling costs - you need options!

On face value, it might seem more economical to build software in-house, realistically, though, it’s not that
straight forward. It’s rarely the case that building software in-house is easier and cheaper – especially if
the software is large and complex. Plus, it can cost considerable money to employ a quality development
team with a decent project manager. Add to that the headache of trying to accurately estimate the final
cost - even if your company has previous project management experience. What’s more, unpredicted
problems can arise at any time and totally throw the project into disarray - resulting in unforeseen delays
and spiralling costs.
McKinsey*1 has shown just how catastrophic inaccurate cost estimations and project overruns can be,
“One large retailer started a $1.4 billion effort to modernize its IT systems, but the project was eventually
abandoned. As the company fell behind its competitors, it initiated another project—a new system for
supply-chain management—to the tune of $600 million. When that effort failed, too, the retailer had to file
for bankruptcy.”
Should this ever happen in your organisation, you have three options to choose from – you continue with
the project and battle your way through, you change the project scope, or, drastically, you completely
cancel the project. If you do decide to persevere, there’s no taking away the fact that you will still face
delays – which will cost yet more money.
Worse still, unexpected costs stemming from technology projects can quickly ameliorate. The fact is, if
your ideal system is complex, the home-built custom solution could cost far more than the off-the-shelf
solution. What’s more, if you have insufficient IT support and need to employ an external team to build
your software, the difference in cost can be phenomenal.
So, although it often seems the best option to develop your own software, it’s tough to do it really well and
there are many risks of which you need to be aware. If you don’t pay attention to them, you may not meet
the intended objectives of the project.
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3 - What happened to the schedule?

As mentioned earlier, one of the greatest risks is that your software project may not be completed and
delivered at all. The world of technology is infamously known for projects failing to finish on time or on
budget. Gallup *4, the analytics consultancy, advises that the majority of companies fail to meet 100% of
their IT projects, what’s more, there’s an average overrun of 27% and, “one in six projects had a cost overrun
of 200% on average and a schedule overrun of almost 70%.” Computer Weekly reported that less than a
third of corporate software development projects finish on time, on budget and within scope. A recent
project management survey *5 revealed that “only 34% of projects finish on time and only 42% come in on
budget” and 70% of the companies polled reported having at least one project failure in the previous year.
Of course, that doesn’t mean that every IT project or software-building initiative is certain to fail. All the
same, you do need to be aware of the risks, time and expenditure involved when planning your own software
development project. Don’t forget, especially, that, if after investing time and money in the project a poor
solution is produced, or worse, nothing gets delivered, it may have dire consequences for future projects.
The fact is, all budget sponsors like to see a strong ROI from any IT investment and, should your project fall
over, it would doubtlessly make it very difficult to justify further technology investment.
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4 - At the mercy of
your developers

Don’t forget, too, that when you build your software
in-house, you may be hiring the development
team. But, will they still be with you once the
implementation is complete? Will you have a
contingency plan in case they’re not? You’re going
to need somebody who is completely familiar with
the new software, so that it can be maintained and
any bugs can be fixed. It would need to be built in
such a way that another developer will be able to
come in and easily edit the source code.
RL solutions*2, the healthcare software vendor,
put forward the argument that “lock-in is an issue
no matter which option you choose: build or buy
… whether that is your own internal IT team or a
vendor, from an end-user perspective the lock-in is
the same. You are now at the mercy of the people
who built the solution.”
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check 5 - You can have influence and
control with the right vendor!
When it comes to buying off-the-shelf software, you may be surprised to learn that you actually have
more influence and control than you first think. Of course, this depends on who you choose to work with!
It’s true, you won’t own the source code, but, if you choose a decent vendor, you will be able to provide
feedback, suggest changes and give input regarding updates, features and releases.
This isn’t the case, however, with all software providers. The solutions offered by the big-name vendors can
lack flexibility. The consulting firm, AT Kearney *3 have stated on this subject that companies can, “end up
woefully underutilized, based on old architecture, and functionally inadequate.” So even if you do go down
the vendor route, you still have to do your due diligence.
Working with the right vendor, however, will give you flexibility and a much higher level of customer
involvement in the product design and enhancement process. Any vendors that ignore customer feedback
will find that customers will complain, none will act as advocates and, ultimately, they’ll leave them and
them vendors won’t survive.
So, there’s a lot to consider when deciding whether to build or buy. Here’s a summary of the points to
consider for each option:
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Part 2
In summary,
see how it
stacks up:
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Building your own software

coin

It’s your own, internal project – you can

home

decide just how much you want to spend.

piggy-bank

the freedom to choose which third-party
applications you integrate with. Vendor

Even though the upfront cost of building

solutions can be more limited in terms of

a custom software solution may be higher

API integration.

than buying one, the long-term cost of
implementation may be lower (e.g. there

user

check

chart-line

Custom-built solutions may give you more

wouldn’t be ongoing software license fees to

scalability than a rigid system ‘in a box’

pay etc.)

which isn’t built with flexibility in mind

When you build it, it’s yours, you own it. You

shield-alt

The vendor’s security policies and standards

can do what you want with it, whenever you

need to attain a sufficient standard to

want.

minimise risk. You can ensure both are
covered when you build your own.

You can build a system that meets specific
regulatory or compliance standards which

flag

Your own in-house solution would give you

exclamation

There’s a risk that if you buy the software,

might not be included in off-the-shelf

the vendor may run into difficulties and

software

cease operating as a business.

You won’t need to struggle to get your
vendor’s attention when you have problems
because you’re not competing with other
customers who also need support to address
problems and any technical changes that
need to be made.
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Buying off the shelf software

dollar-sign

search

users

You can choose software to match your

receipt

budget with the knowledge you shouldn’t

solution - in-house IT projects are renowned

be charged anything beyond the agreed

for experiencing major problems with costs

price.

greatly exceeding original estimates.

You should know if the software works as

puzzle-piece

you’re getting. When developing your own

and case studies and will have asked for

software, corners can be cut if you’re cutting

references.

the cloth to suit the purse – resulting in a
solution that’s not the original plan - nor fit-

You won’t have to pay to hire a quality
developers aren’t cheap.

for-purpose.

calendar

software – whereas they may be building
their own which can’t keep up to date with

fixing or upgrading your in-house system

technological and market developments.

who creates challenges when they leave
your organisation.

lock

Vendor software may offer greater security.
Cisco’s latest cyber-security reports reveals

Today’s retail market is developing at

some startling facts revealing global security

an unprecedented rate. To keep up with

vulnerability! *6.

digital change, you’ll need to be constantly
innovating. Vendors are constantly

You can keep ahead of your competitors by
investing in highly-advanced off-the-shelf

You won’t have to rely on your in-house
developers when it comes to maintaining,

tachometer-fastest

When you buy a solution, you know what

you will have seen customer success stories

development team. Good software

globe

You’ll be safer buying an off-the-shelf vendor

clock

Vendor projects are less likely to overrun (if

improving their software to meet the

at all if they stick to their SLAs) - unlike if you

demands of their customers – so, they’ll help

build and manage your own.

you to remain competitive. If you build your
own solution, will you have the ongoing
resources available to constantly improve it?
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Part 3
Enactor’s
Hybrid
Proposition
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Enjoy the Best of Both Worlds
As you can see, there really are pros and cons for both building and buying – but why not consider the best
of both with a hybrid solution?
No two retailers are the same – every retailer has different business processes so it’s almost impossible to
find an off-the-shelf solution that fully meets each of their exact technical and architectural requirements.
The costs and risks, however, of developing a customised solution outweighs the benefits for many
retailers. A hybrid solution allows retailers to leverage the best of both worlds.
With a hybrid solution you can feel comfortable that the vendor’s wide knowledge of the market and
continuous feedback collection process means they are constantly building new functionalities to suit the
changing needs of the industry and helping retailers stay relevant.

Getting the Balance Right!
When planning for your software needs, you should take into account the right balance of cost and
flexibility - knowing that there is no one-size-fits-all solution. For retailers who choose to buy off-the-shelf
software, the hybrid solution provides the flexibility that is lacking in pre-package applications and allows
you to develop new innovations, which can ultimately be what sets you apart from your competition.
In line with this, Enactor has recognised that retailers are getting tired of monolithic
applications – whether they support in-store or online channels. Current solutions
just aren’t capable or agile enough for today’s ever-evolving retail world.
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Build + Buy - the
Perfect Solution
This is why Enactor has developed the perfect
solution. A complete hybrid of build and buy.
Enactor solutions are built using flow-based, lowcode built Microservice Tools – so the architecture is
both uniquely open and flexible - making it easy to
train new people on the project team. This means
retailers can be completely self-sufficient and can
easily build on and customise the Enactor Platform
themselves. So your project team can be completely
self-sufficient and they can keep ahead with any
technology developments.
Enactor’s flow-based Tools Architecture allows for
the building and customising of applications using
reusable Microservices. These graphical tools mean
that skills of manipulating a highly sophisticated
Platform are transferable to the Retailer themselves.
With such capabilities you can rid yourself of the
burdensome solutions and services of legacy
suppliers and become far more technologically
agile.
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Use the Right Tools for the Job
- Deliver the Best Outcome!
Many vendors state that they are offering Microservices when, in fact, they’re offering a database, wrapped
in standard code, with a data structure and an API. This means that the real power of Microservices isn’t
unlocked. With this model, functionality is still restricted and inflexible, largely because hard coding is still
required to make changes, as opposed to the low-code approach offered by a Microservices orientated
architecture. What’s needed is not just Microservices as, on their own, they are a standard piece of code.
What you need, to be completely flexible and agile, are the tools required to manage Microservices.
Enactor’s Headless Commerce, powered by Microservices, provides a way to not just have a common data
store feed for each channel, but also common functionality and business logic. This means it doesn’t have
to be built multiple times for the UI of each channel when, for instance, a new mobile OS or a new payment
platform may be released. In the traditional technology world, this requires a lot of planning and weeks of
expensive hard coding by the vendor - as it’s too complex for the retailer to manage, and vast amounts of
hard-wired coding would be impacted.
With Microservices and the WYSIWYG tools to manage them, retailers can quickly make changes and build
new services that can be used multiple times by any channel, without needing to involve the technology
provider. You can create and stitch together reusable Microservices in any configuration needed and
change them on the fly. This low-code development & flow-based programming approach saves time and
money and means that you can quickly catch up as things change.
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Choose Flexibility!
Choose Hybrid!
This hybrid blend of build and buy offers optimum
flexibility;

a

platform

that

delivers

pre-built

Microservices for processes such as build a basket,
promotions, loyalty, customers and orders means
you can quickly get up and running and can totally
self-manage going forward. Microservices tooling
capability gives you a way to flexibly low-code as
well as a common business logic layer that becomes
the common engine for all stores, online channels
and apps.
Whether you are looking to re-platform your
Unified Commerce landscape with Microservices
or manage a huge store systems estate that spans
thousands of stores and multiple countries and
verticals, the Enactor Platform offers the perfect
Hybrid: out-of-the-box solutions coupled with
complete self-sufficiency. The best of both worlds –
for you and for your customers.

enactor.co
+44 (0)1992 661315
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